: Validation of simulation tools [4] Despite these efforts, the question still arises, how to compare measured data from a turbine that is affected by a combination of stochastic metocean parameters. The aim of this work is thus to provide insight regarding the proper validation of an OWEC. The work will as well outline a simplified methodology for the validation of a computational model, with the use of statistical data by screening the data that is chosen for comparison. To exemplify the methodology, a validation of simulations from a model of a 5 MW tripod mounted turbine installed at alpha ventus is carried out.
2-Approach: Comparison of statistical data
The used statistics from measurements from an OWEC poses a challenge due to the stochastic behaviour of the environmental parameters like wind and waves. The stochastics leads to large scattering of the data points along with the appearance of outliers (Figure 2) . Thus a comparison of simulations with the measurements would be more meaningful if the wind and wave parameters have been appropriately chosen to be representative of the conditions simulated. This can be done by screening, which in this case refers to properly picking data from the data set. For the validation engineer to be able to carry out the validation procedure of statistical data, the following methodology is recommended for the filtering of the data: 1. List all meteorological and oceanographic parameters. 2. Define binned parameters. 3. Define constrained parameters (constrained to one range only). 4. Define parameters left as constants. Additionally, simulation parameters need to be set based on the filtered data. This can be done the following way:
1. Determine a mean value representative of the bin or constraint 2. In the case that a bin or constraint is large, there might be the need to divide the constrained parameter into several different mean values. For example, if the wind wave misalignment is filtered from +15 to -15 degrees, the simulated misalignment could be +15, 0 and -15 degrees. 3. Determine the amount of seeds that are needed for each simulation 
3-Main Body of Abstract

Measurement campaign
The measurement campaign at the offshore wind park alpha ventus provides statistical data for validation. Here, the 5 MW tripod mounted Adwen AD 5-116 is equipped with strain gauges at the tower base and blade root. High resolution 50 Hz data and 10 minute statistical SCADA data of the turbine is available, along with oceanographic and meteorological statistics from the Fino 1 research platform. 
Modeling of the Wind Turbine in Flex5 and Poseidon
The Flex 5-Poseidon model allows for a coupled simulation method for an offshore wind turbine, as exemplified by Kaufer [6] . The ability to use the coupled programs for wind turbine simulations was shown in [7] .
Data Filtering
When filtering the data, some parameters will be more important than others since they affect the loads to a greater extent, for example wind speed and turbulence intensity. Also, as given in the capture matrix for normal power production for non-stall controlled wind turbines of the IEC 61-4100-13 [1] , classification with respect to wind speed and turbulence intensity is necessary. Furthermore wave height and direction, along with wind/wave correlation and the wave spectrum should be reported. Following is an example of data from alpha ventus. As is usual, the wind speed will be binned. Furthermore, as in Figure 4 , the turbulence intensity is constrained to an area where most of the data points can be found. Similarly, the significant wave height is plotted in Figure 5 as a function of the wind speed and therefore defined by a fitted curve. The constraint for the filtering is based on this fitted function. The different metocean parameters would have to be similarly analysed. An example of the selection and filtering of parameters can be found in Table 1 : Meteorological and Oceanographic parameters Afterwards a smaller data pool is obtained which better mirrors the simulated parameters to the measurements and helps limit the appearance of outliers. As shown, the method of data filtering and conditioning is not fixed in this case but left open for the validation engineer due to other factors such as data availability and measurement errors.
Validation of simulation model with measurements
To assure a proper validation of the computational model, different data has been used for comparison. Two examples are shown, pitch angle and tower for-aft bending moment. Here, the methodology for selection of data leads to a better representation of the measurements with simulation and thus higher certainty in the validation of the model.
Operational data
 Pitch angle 
4-Conclusions
Model validation of offshore wind turbines presents specific challenges. The work thus described the necessary meteorological and oceanographic parameters that are needed from an offshore measurement campaign. These are then used to implement a methodology of data filtering for the statistical comparison of measurements and simulations. The methodology helps define the simulation parameters that will be used and limits the influence of measured outliers as well as limits the spreading of the measured data created by the stochastic environment. The Flex5-Poseidon coupled model of the alpha ventus 5 MW tripod mounted turbine agrees well with the measurement data. The process thus shows how better management of the available data and data filtering helps improve the validation process.
5-Learning objectives
 Highlight the needed considerations for model validation of an offshore wind turbine, especially with regards to the IEC-61400-13.
 Outline a methodology to compare statistical loading from simulations and measurements. 
